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Abstract

It is the hypothesis of this paper that the onset of fibrillation following a coro-
nary artery occlusion is a direct consequence of the spatial inhomogeneity of chemical
processes that occur following the occlusion. In particular, the localized increase of
extracellular potassium and decrease of ATP availability lead to an increase of resting
potential in the affected cells. This difference in potential between affected cells and
normal cells drives a current, the “current of injury”, which may drive oscillations in
the border zone, a “border zone arrhythmia”. The border zone arrhythmia may drive
a “breakup instability” (related to the APD restitution instability), in the surrounding
normal tissue, leading to self-sustained fibrillation.

In this paper, we present a mathematical model demonstrating this transition from
normal to fibrillatory dynamics, describing the general conditions under which this
transition occurs and showing in a simple ionic model the way in which spatial inho-
mogeneity alone can initiate self-sustained reentrant activity.
Key Words: fibrillation onset, APD alternans, ischemia, border zone arrhythmias.
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1 Introduction

A coronary occlusion leading to a fatal cardiac arrhythmia is one of the leading causes of
death in the industrialized world. In fact, each year in the United States, nearly a quarter
of a million people die from a heart attack before reaching a hospital. Although cardiac
arrhythmias and their causes have been studied for many years, there is still no adequate
explanation for why or when an occlusion of a coronary artery leads to a fatal arrhythmia.

As is common knowledge, a heart attack corresponds to an occlusion of a coronary
artery, leading to tissue ischemia. The affected tissue undergoes many changes including
loss of oxygen, depletion of ATP, buildup of extracellular potassium, buildup of lactic acid,
acidosis, increase of cell volume, failure of gap junctions, etc. [5, 6, 7, 45]. It is during the
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first ten to twenty minutes following ischemia onset that a fatal arrhythmia is most likely to
occur [6].

The most significant clinical arrhythmias are the reentrant arrhythmias known as ventric-
ular tachycardia and fibrillation. Because of the inspiring theoretical work of Art Winfree
[49] and the subsequent experimental verification by Ray Ideker and colleagues [8, 21], it
is well known that reentrant arrhythmias can be initiated both in the laboratory and in
computer models using a premature stimulus applied at a point or region that is partially
refractory, leading to a graded response, with activation in one direction and failure to acti-
vate in the opposite direction. However, most clinical arrhythmias are not initiated this way.
People with a coronary occlusion are not (as far as is known) subject to the external stimuli
required by the Winfree paradigm. The importance of the Winfree paradigm, however, is
that it emphasizes the necessity of a symmetry breaking for the formation of a reentrant
pattern of excitation.

The most common explanation for the initiation of a reentrant arrhythmia is a modifica-
tion of the Winfree mechanism, namely that there is a premature stimulus that arises from
some point within the tissue itself which experiences a region of block as it propagates from
its source and thereby initiates a reentrant pattern of activation. The one-way block could
be temporary, i.e., functional, or it could be caused by various physical structures includ-
ing rotational anisotropy, inhomogeneities of extracellular resistance, variations in cell-cell
electrical coupling, etc.[1, 25, 28, 29, 35]. A related proposal is that when a normal action
potential contacts a damaged region of tissue it may ”break” around the obstacle and cre-
ate reentrant waves in the wake [4, 40, 51]. Local conductive inhomogeneity due to spatial
variations in refractoriness is often referred to as “dispersion of refractoriness”[33, 42].

While these explanations enjoy great popularity, there are numerous unresolved ques-
tions, such as “what is the mechanism of the initial premature beat and where does it
originate?” [6]. It has been proposed that early after depolarizations (EAD’s) or delayed af-
ter depolarizations (DAD’s) [31] may provide the premature stimulus required of the Winfree
paradigm to initiate reentrant patterns of electrical activity. Indeed there is a substantial
body of experimental evidence supporting the arrhythmogenicity of EAD’s and DAD’s.

However, while each of these proposed mechanisms has merit, the connection between
them and ischemia is weak. That is, it has not been demonstrated that the chemistry of
ischemia onset is directly causal to any of these arrhythmogenic scenarios.

Much is known about the cellular environment during ischemia. Following the occlusion
of a coronary artery, the supply of oxygen to the cell is cut off. This loss of oxygen leads
quickly to a switch from aerobic to anaerobic metabolism with a resulting increased acid
production (following production of lactic acid) and decreased availability of ATP. Decreased
availability of ATP and increased amounts of phosphate Pi, leads to decreased Na-K ATPase
activity, and subsequent increases in extracellular potassium, intracellular sodium and cell
volume (due to osmotic swelling)[53]. The increase of extracellular potassium results in an
increase of resting cell membrane potential, while the decrease of ATP activates KATP ion
channels (ATP inhibited potassium ion channels), resulting in a decreased action potential
duration, by as much as 50%.

At first glance, the activation of KATP channels would seem to be protective. The
shortening of the action potential and decrease of excitability has the important effect of
decreasing the cross-bridge duty cycle, thus decreasing the need for ATP and decreasing
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the rate of cell acidification. However, the activation of KATP channels is not entirely
beneficial and may be proarrhythmic. It has been found that blocking KATP channels with
glibenclamide results in a decreased incidence of spontaneous arrhythmias while activation
of these channels with bimakalim increases the incidence of spontaneous arrhythmias [43].

The classical explanation for this proarrhythmic effect is that it results from an increase
in the dispersion (or spatial inhomogeneity) of the action potential duration (APD) which
leads to an increased chance of conduction block leading to reentry. The dilemma with this
explanation, however, is that in these experiments, application of both drugs bimakalim
and glibenclamide resulted in a decrease in the observed dispersion of APD. Glibenclamide
blocked KATP in ischemic cells but had no effect in normal cells, while bimakalim opened
KATP channels in normal cells but had no amplifying effect on KATP channels in ischemic tis-
sue, in both cases rendering the APD more spatially homogeneous. Despite this homogeniz-
ing effect, the two drugs had opposite effects on the occurrence of spontaneous arrhythmias.
Interestingly, bimakalim favored the occurrence of border zone spontaneous arrhythmias.

The purpose of this paper is to propose a different mechanism for the onset of reen-
trant arrhythmias following ischemia induced by a coronary occlusion. We illustrate this
mechanism using a generic mathematical model rather than a detailed ionic model in or-
der to show that fibrillation onset is a generic consequence of certain cellular features, not
necessarily tied to only one or two specific ionic mechanisms. We also emphasize that this
proposed mechanism requires a spatially distributed model, that is, spatial heterogeneity.
The arrhythmogenesis that we describe here is a consequence of cellular dynamics only when
cells are spatially coupled. This arrhythmogenic activity is therefore not observable in single
cell models, regardless of their level of detail. On the other hand, while this model requires
spatial inhomogeneity, there are no specific restrictions on the structure or geometry of the
inhomogeneity. For example, there is no requirement that a narrow path with one way
conduction failure be formed. In that sense, the spatial inhomogeneity is also “generic”.

Our hypothesis can be stated simply: It is proposed that the chemical changes induced
by ischemia, such as increased extracellular potassium and decreased availability of ATP, in
a region of adequate size, are sufficient to explain the onset of fibrillation. The mechanism
of this is that the increase of extracellular potassium and decrease in ATP in some region
of space result in a spontaneous oscillation with short action potentials that drives an APD
instability in the surrounding tissue. After a few cycles of this rhythmic behavior, portions
of the expanding waves are blocked because of the nonperiodic spatial-temporal pattern of
refractoriness, and reentrant waves are initiated and become self-sustained. Thus, a border
zone arrhythmia drives a breakup instability, resulting directly in fibrillation, without going
through the intermediate stage of a reentrant spiral pattern and without additional external
stimuli.

In what follows, we show that these localized parametric changes are sufficient to initiate
fibrillation. Specifically, we describe a border zone arrhythmia, the breakup instability, and
how together the two are capable of inducing fibrillation. Thus, ischemia induced fibrillation
onset is shown to be a generic behavior of certain excitable media with appropriate spa-
tial inhomogeneities. Our observations are all related to a generic model of cardiac action
potential dynamics of the form

Cm

∂φ

∂t
= ∇ · (D∇φ) − Iion(φ, g, x) (1)
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Table 1: Parameter values used for a normal cell.
φNa 1.0 τopen 120ms
φK 0.01 τclose 150ms
φh 0.13 κh 0.02
gNa 3.33 ms−1 Cm 1
gK 0.16ms−1

dg

dt
= G(φ, g) (2)

where φ is the transmembrane potential, g represents all local gating variables, D is the
spatial conductivity tensor (set to zero for isolated cells), and the x-dependence of the ionic
current term Iion reflects spatial variation in parameters due to ischemia.

The model that we use is intended to expose these generic features. For this exposition
we take the ionic current to be

Iion = gnam∞(φ)h(φ, t)(φ − φNa) + gK(φ − φK), (3)

where the single dynamic gating variable h is governed by

τh(φ)
dh

dt
= h∞(φ) − h, (4)

with

h∞(φ) = fh(φ), τh(φ) = τopen + (τclose − τopen)fh(φ), m∞(φ) = fm(φ), (5)

and fh and fm are sigmoidal functions. The model used here is a generalization of a model
recently proposed by Mitchell and Schaeffer [32]. In the MS model, fh is a step function,
and fm = F 2

m, where Fm(φ) is the piecewise linear function

Fm(φ) =











0 φ < 0
φ 0 < φ < 1
1 φ > 1

(6)

and for simplicity φK and φNa are dimensionless and scaled to 0 and 1, respectively. Here
we take fh to be a hyberbolic tangent fh(φ) = 1

2
(1 + tanh((φ − φh)/κh). With κh = 0 this

reduces to the step function used in [32]. The parameters that we use here are listed in Table
1.

We use this model because it is simultaneously simple to understand its dynamic behavior
and close enough to physical reality to mimic some important behaviors. The physiological
interpretation of this model is that there is a fast inward current which is voltage gated, and
a passive outward current. The inward current is gated by a fast activating variable m, and
a time dependent inactivating variable h. For simplicity we refer to the inward current as a
sodium current, and the outward current as a potassium current.
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While this model is simplistic, it has enough connection with reality to show the feasibility
of our hypothesis. Further investigation is necessary to determine its feasibility in more
detailed ionic models of ischemic or partially ischemic cells.

The two main parameters that we will manipulate in this model are the potassium Nernst
potential, φK and the potassium conductance gk. The Nernst potential changes in response
to changes in extracellular potassium, and the potassium conductance changes in response
to changes in ATP , via the KATP channel.

This model has the advantage that, being a two variable model, its dynamics can be
portrayed and understood using a phase portrait. The model is quite similar in structure
and behavior to the reduced Hodgkin-Huxley model [27] and the Morris-Lecar model [34].
A phase portrait for this model with specified parameter values shows it to be of Morris-
Lecar type [34], with three rest points, a globally stable rest point, a saddle point, and an
unstable node. With normal parameter values, the system is excitable, and when stimulated
responds with an action potential of approximately 300 ms duration. The action potential
duration (APD) can be calculated approximately for this model using singular perturbation
arguments, since this is a “fast-slow” system.

In Fig. 1 are shown typical action potentials in response to a periodic stimulus with a
basic cycle length (BCL) of 600 ms.

2 Border Zone Arrhythmias

Border zones have been implicated as important regions of arrhythmogenic activity[17, 50]. A
border zone is that region on the periphery of an ischemic region, with tissue and chemical
properties varying nonuniformly from the ischemic region to normal tissue. The reason
for spontaneous electrical activity originating in the border zone is easy to understand.
A primary consequence of ischemia is that extracellular potassium rises markedly (from
normal of about 4 mM to 12 or even 20 mM) within the first minutes following occlusion.
This increase in extracellular potassium necessarily increases the potassium Nernst potential,
leading to an increase in the resting transmembrane potential of affected cells. Up to about 8
mM there is an increase in excitability but at higher concentrations tissue becomes inexcitable
with a corresponding depolarization of resting membrane potential (about 30mV at 13.5
mM)[12]. As long as cells are coupled spatially, an increased resting potential in one region
drives an electrotonic current, called a current of injury, into the unaffected region. This
current is a depolarizing current, and if it is of sufficient amplitude can cause spontaneous
oscillations in the normal tissue.

An experimental model for a border zone arrhythmia was described in [43]. In this exper-
iment, a single cardiac fiber was placed into a two compartment bath, with one compartment
providing normal conditions and the second compartment providing ischemic-like conditions.
The boundary between the two zones was sharp (and therefore not physiological). In about
25% of their preparations there was spontaneous repetitive action potential activity and in
about 25% there was repetitive response to extrastimili.

To understand the mechanisms behind border zone arrhythmias it is worthwhile to ex-
amine a model of two coupled cells, one normal and one with an elevated potassium Nernst
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potential. The dynamics of the two cells are governed by

χ1(Cm

dφ1

dt
+ I1

ion) = δ(φ2 − φ1), (7)

χ2(Cm

dφ2

dt
+ I2

ion) = δ(φ1 − φ2), (8)

where χj represents the membrane surface area of the jth cell, which need not be identical.
Let us suppose for the moment that cell 2 is the ischemic cell, having elevated rest potential
and that δ

χ2

is small. If cell 2 is rendered inexcitable by its elevated Nernst potential, then φ2

is fixed at its elevated rest potential. This generates a current into cell 1 that is inward if φ1

is below φ2 but outward if it is above φ2. If cell 1 is a normal excitable cell, this additional
leak current has the ability to cause rapid oscillations, being an inward or pacemaker current
when the cell is near rest but shortening action potentials by the outward current when the
potential is elevated. In fact, the action potentials thus generated are always shorter than
action potentials generated by a periodic depolarizing stimulus.

In Fig. 2 is shown the behavior of two coupled cells, one normal and one ischemic. Cell 1
is the excitable cell and cell 2 is inexcitable and incapable of generating an action potential
(φK = 0.12). When coupling is removed (δ = 0) both cells approach their stable rest
states. When the cells are coupled, there is a spontaneous rapid oscillation, with cell 1
having shortened action potentials and cell 2, because it is not excitable, experiencing small
oscillations that are driven by cell 1. In this simulation, the period of oscillation is about
300 ms, with APD’s of about 170 ms. By increasing the coupling strength, we were able to
find periodic oscillations with a period of 170ms. This is substantially faster than can be
obtained with an external periodic stimulus, and is made possible by the repolarizing current
from the normal cell to the ischemic cell. The normal cell cannot be driven by an external
stimulus in a 1:1 rhythm at a BCL faster than about 270 ms.

That ischemic regions can drive waves in normal tissue is demonstrated by Fig. 3. Here
are shown action potentials propagating away from their source, a region of ischemic tissue.
The boundary between the two regions is sharp. We emphasize that these waves occur only
as a collective behavior because of spatial coupling; the dynamics of all individual cells are
non-oscillatory. The period of these waves is about 325 ms.

The boundary between normal and ischemic tissue is not sharp as it is in these simu-
lations. In fact, a profile of extracellular potassium during ischemic conditions [11] showed
highest extracellular potassium near the center of the ischemic region with a gradient of
extracellular potassium as one moves toward the normal region. With such a gradient, one
expects an interior region of inexcitable tissue surrounded by a region of tissue with increased
excitability surrounded by the normal tissue. If the potassium gradient is not too shallow,
then the electrotonic injury current can drive oscillations in the border zone of elevated
excitability which in turn drives oscillations in the surrounding normal tissue. Indeed, nu-
merical simulations on a domain with a gradual transition between the ischemic region and
normal region produce waves nearly indistinguishable from those shown in Fig. 3, provided
the transition is not too gradual. However, a careful quantitative study of what it means to
be “too gradual” has not been done.
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3 APD Alternans and the Breakup Instability

It is observed in both computational models and in experiments that spiral reentrant activity
is often unstable, and can lead to a breakup of waves into a constantly changing collection of
small spirals, or wavelets. This “breakup instability” (also described as the multiple wavelet
hypothesis) is thought to be responsible for the deterioration of monomorphic tachycardia
into fibrillation, and for the maintenance of fibrillation[10].

The breakup instability is related to APD alternans. The occurrence of APD alternans
in single cells is well documented. The simplest explanation for their occurrence is based
on the assumption that APD is a function of the previous diastolic interval (DI). This is
an approximation at best, and there is significant debate in the literature regarding the
importance of other features, such as beat-to-beat memory [22, 23, 47], but it warrants
attention as a first approximation.

In pacing experiments, it must be that the DI and APD add up to BCL, and since (by
assumption) APDn = A(DIn−1),

DIn = BCL − A(DIn−1). (9)

If A is a monotone increasing function of DI, then this iteration to determine DIn has a
unique fixed point, say DI∗. This fixed point is stable if dA(DI∗)

dDI
< 1, however the fixed

solution is unstable if dA(DI∗)
dDI

> 1, and the only stable solutions of (9) are periodic with
period two, called APD alternans.

The model equations (3,4) have this APD instability. Shown in Fig.4 is the response of
the model cell to rapid pacing with BCL = 270 ms. That the equation (9) is not completely
correct (since in this case the function A(DI) is not monotone) is illustrated by Fig. 5 where a
different response to the same stimulus protocol is seen. Here, we see a 2:1 periodic response
with one full action potential for every two stimuli, with BCL = 270 ms. Thus, this model
has bistable behavior in some regions of parameter space that is not reflected by the map
(9). To find the alternans, one must gradually decrease the BCL starting from a higher level
(say 350ms), while the 2:1 response is found by stimulating a system that is initially at rest.
(An understanding of these additional behaviors, such as Wenckebach rhythms, is provided
in [15] and [23]).

The stability criterion, known as the APD restitution hypothesis, that an APD restitution
curve with slope greater than one leads to APD alternans has been shown to hold in a simple
model of waves on a one dimensional ring [13, 14], and it has been conjectured to be related to
the stability of spiral waves. It is now known, however, that the APD restitution hypothesis
is not precisely correct, as there are (two variable) dynamics with flat APD restitution curves
whose waves on a periodic ring are unstable, and there are dynamics whose APD restitution
curves are quite steep for which waves on a periodic ring are stable [16, 9].

In spite of the fact that the APD restitution hypothesis is not quantitatively accurate,
there is still merit to the idea that an APD instability drives the spiral breakup. Indeed,
simulations show that during the degradation of a single spiral, in different regions of space
the APD is lengthening and shortening dynamically, and differently in different regions of
space. Eventually, the APD becomes so short that it is not maintained (there is functional
block), and there is a wave break, leading to the initiation of two new spiral tips, and sub-
sequently two new spirals. This progression of events has been observed in many numerical
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studies [26, 36, 37, 38, 39] and also confirmed experimentally [41]. This breakup could also
be described as resulting from dispersion of refractoriness, but because it occurs in a spatially
homogeneous medium and is not a property of individual cells, it is different than what has
traditionally been described as dispersion of refractoriness [33].

This same scenario can be seen with waves on a one-dimensional ring. As seen in Fig. 6,
as the wave moves around the ring, it does so with constantly varying APD, until eventually
the wave collapses. The important difference between one and two dimensional space is
that in one dimension this collapse leads to elimination of the reentrant wave, while in two
dimensions, a new double spiral core is created and the process repeats itself.

A steep restitution curve has also been shown experimentally to relate to the maintenance
of spirals in that drugs that flatten the restitution curve also cause fibrillation to revert to
steady spiral patterns [46, 44].

Two observations about the breakup instability are important. First, the instability
depends solely on intrinsic dynamic properties of the medium. There are no spatial inhomo-
geneities required to drive this breakup so the dispersion of refractoriness is a spatio-temporal
pattern induced by the dynamics of the medium, not a fixed property of individual cells.
The second observation is that this breakup instability has been inappropriately associated
with spirals. It is correct that the breakup creates two new spirals, but it is not the case
that a spiral is needed to drive the instability. In simulations with spirals, the location of
the wave break is always removed by some distance from the initial spiral core and so the
wave breakup does not “know” that it is driven by a spiral. All that is needed to initiate
breakup is a sufficiently rapid source of waves.

So the question that is relevant for this discussion is if it is possible to drive the breakup
instability with a non-spiral source.

If the source is driven by an external stimulus, the immediate answer would appear to
be no. This is because it is difficult to drive an excitable medium with external stimuli at
the same high frequency as that of a spiral core.

This last observation requires clarification. The frequency of a spiral core is typically
greater than 10 Hz, and it is normally difficult to elicit action potentials in 1:1 response to
stimuli that are this rapid. This was achieved for Purkinje fibers with a pace of 10 Hz in
[20], and a high frequency focal source was achieved with local application of aconitine, a
sodium channel opener [46].

However, in general, there are periodic waves that can exist at frequencies higher than
those that can be stimulated by an external periodic stimulus. We already saw in the last
section that our model cell can have periodic action potentials that are faster than those that
can be driven by an external periodic stimulus. With a spiral wave or a border zone, the
reason for this extra fast oscillation is that the APD is shortened by enhanced repolarization.

This observation provides the clue for how to stimulate high frequency waves, namely,
their action potentials must be foreshortened compared to “normal” stimulated waves. In-
deed, it is relatively easy to obtain high frequency response to a periodic stimulus (numeri-
cally) if the stimulus protocol includes both depolarizing and hyperpolarizing currents which
significantly shorten the APD.

If there were a source of periodic waves with substantially foreshortened action potential,
it might be possible to drive waves with a frequency in the range of the breakup instability.
Indeed, the depletion of ATP in the ischemic region and surrounding tissue has the effect
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of shortening the action potentials of the stimulating source, thereby initiating waves of
higher frequency and shorter action potential than normally possible. If these waves have a
frequency similar to spiral or reentrant waves, then a breakup instability may be exposed.
Of course, once a breakup instability is exposed, self-sustained reentrant waves are quickly
established and within a short time, fully developed fibrillation is quickly established.

That this scenario is possible is demonstrated by numerical simulations, shown in Fig. 7.
For this figure, an ischemic zone with adjacent border zone was created by continuous varia-
tion of parameters from ischemic to normal. In the ischemic zone the tissue was inexcitable
with a high resting potential φK = 0.13 and with elevated leak conductance gk = 0.25.

The results are as predicted. The waves that are initiated in the border zone have a
higher frequency than can be maintained by the normal tissue. Thus, they propagate into the
normal tissue where they meet up with the APD instability and some of the waves collapse.
The dropping of an occasional action potential is of little consequence in this one dimensional
simulation, however, in two spatial dimensions the consequences are significantly different.
If the ischemic-border zone does not have circular symmetry so that circular symmetry is
broken (which is for all practical purposes always the case), then the wave breaks occur
on different waves and at different locations in space, leading to the initiation of a self-
maintained pattern of fibrillation.

Numerical simulations readily confirm this conclusion. If a localized non-circular region
of elevated resting potential (simulating increased extracellular potassium) is surrounded by
a narrow region with graded increased potassium conductance (simulating a border zone
with decreased ATP), then in the border zone there results a spontaneous high frequency
oscillation that acts as a focal source for the surrounding tissue. At first, the waves from this
focal source produce a target pattern. But if the frequency of oscillation is sufficiently high,
a breakup instability is exposed, leading to a pattern of self-sustained multiple reentrant
waves, identified as fibrillation. A figure depicting this transition from target patterns to
broken spirals is not included here, because it is nearly identical to Fig. 7 in [46]. The
only difference between the two is that in our model the central region is not active, and
waves originate at the border of the inactive central region, while in [46] the central region
is stimulated with a periodic stimulus.

4 Discussion

We argue here that the initiation of self-maintained fibrillation is a generic feature of an
excitable system in which there is a spatial inhomogeneity with elevated resting potential
and a mechanism to shorten action potentials, here taken to be repolarization via KATP

channels. We demonstrate this mechanism using simulations on a simplified ionic model.
It has previously been established both numerically and experimentally [46] that a rapid

focal oscillation can drive a breakup instability leading to the initiation of fibrillation. The
new idea here is that the rapid focal oscillation may result naturally as a consequence of the
ischemia induced changes in the local chemical environment.

This argument would be convincing were it not for the inconvenient fact that this phe-
nomenon has not been seen in numerical simulations of more detailed ionic models such as
the Beeler-Reuter [2] or Luo-Rudy I [30] models.
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There are several explanations for this failure. The first is that these standard ionic
models do not exhibit APD alternans even though myocytes do. A model to reproduce
APD alternans required modification of several channel dynamics [19] and similar changes
were necessary to reproduce experimentally observed Wenckebach rhythms [52]. To observe
the breakup instability in a two dimensional simulation, [46] found it necessary to speed up
the calcium kinetics by a factor of 10. This uncertainty about parameter values for ionic
models of normal tissue is only exacerbated by the additional uncertainties about ischemic
and border zone tissues.

An important determinant of arrhythmic activity is the behavior of the steady state
inward current, or “window current” [30]. The window current is the steady state inward
current caused by the overlap of m∞(φ) and h∞(φ),

I = gNam∞(φ)h∞(φ)(φ − φNa). (10)

In the model used here, there is a significant window current, owing to the fact that there
is a range of φ for which m∞ and h∞ are simultaneously non-zero. This is also true of the
Hodgkin-Huxley sodium current [24], but not of the BR sodium current. The scenario we
describe here for fibrillation onset fails if there is no window current.

The window current plays little or no role in the dynamics of normal action potentials and
is significant only when the resting potential of a cell is gradually elevated, as in pathological
situations. The window current is important because it determines excitability as a function
of rest potential. To be excitable, a resting cell must have a fast inward current for which
inactivation is removed. If there is no window current, then at high resting potentials,
activation of the inward current is not possible, rendering the cell inexcitable.

It is technically difficult to directly measure a sodium window current because the am-
plitude of the sodium current is usually quite large. However, there is indirect evidence
that there should be a sodium window current in models of myocytes. This evidence comes
from experimental and model studies of changes of the cellular environment during onset
of ischemia. As discussed above, in the the first minutes following occlusion of a coronary
artery, extracellular potassium is observed to increase. The explanation for this increase is
not certain. It has been suggested that, as ATP decreases and KATP channels are activated,
this extra potassium current leads to the increase of extracellular potassium. However, this
is now known to be incorrect as the rise in extracellular potassium is not substantially af-
fected by glibenclamide, a specific blocker of the KATP channels [48]. On the other hand,
blockage of TTX-sensitive sodium channels does have the effect of reducing the increase of
extracellular potassium [3], suggesting that there is a steady-state sodium current at elevated
rest potentials - a window current.

Model studies corroborate these experimental observations [53]. In a model of cellular
composition following an occlusion, it was found that including activation of KATP channels
had no effect on the rise of extracellular potassium (see also [18]). On the other hand, models
with a sodium window current showed appropriate extracellular potassium efflux, while those
with blocked sodium or no sodium window current, failed to do so. This leads us to believe
that myocytes in an ischemic-border zone have a nontrivial sodium window current, and are
therefore candidates for the generic behavior described here.

Of course, our model does not require that the window current be a sodium current,
as it could also be a calcium current. In fact, in [46], alternans were found in numerical
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simulations by speeding up the kinetics of the calcium current, not the sodium current, and
this was effective partly because the calcium current in the LR-I model has a significant
calcium window current at high rest potentials.

5 Conclusion

Using general arguments and numerical simulations with generic models of excitable media,
we have demonstrated that a spatial region with an elevated resting potential surrounded by
a spatial region wherein action potentials are foreshortened can drive a breakup instability,
leading to the rapid initiation of a fibrillatory state.

Our claim is that any mechanism that locally increases the resting potential, thereby gen-
erating a stimulating current, coupled with a mechanism that shortens the action potentials
that are thereby stimulated, is capable of directly initiating fibrillation.

Since there are two well-known consequences of coronary occlusions that have these ef-
fects, namely the increase of extracellular potassium and the decrease of ATP leading to
increased activity of KATP channels, we suggest that these two are sufficient to explain the
onset of fibrillation following a coronary occlusion.

Notice one important difference between this proposal and other proposals for the initi-
ation of arrhythmia, namely that this proceeds directly from a border zone arrhythmia to
fibrillation. There is no requirement for a reentrant circuit or reentrant spiral to be first
established. As a result there is no need for any special physical structures, such as a region
of one way block, or increased dispersion of refractoriness coming from the breakdown of
gap junctions, etc. Of course, the breakup of circular waves into multiple spirals involves
slowed conduction and localized conduction failure, but in a complicated spatial-temporal
fashion that does not require any particular physical structures. This mechanism is a con-
sequence of the collective behavior of spatially heterogeneous dynamics associated with the
ischemic-border zone and is not a property of single cells.
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Figure 1: Action potentials of a normal cell in response to periodic stimulus with BCL
of 600 ms. The upper panel shows the potential φ and gating variable h (dashed) as a
function of time, while the lower panel shows the same trajectory as a phase portrait, h
vs. φ. The dashed curves in the phase portrait are the nullclines dφ

dt
= 0 and dh

dt
= 0 (which

is h = h∞(φ)).
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Figure 2: Oscillatory behavior of two coupled cells, one of which (left panels) has normal
excitability and one of which (right panels) has an elevated rest potential (φK = 0.12) and
is inexcitable. The upper panels show the time course for the membrane potential and the
inactivation variable h for each cell, while the lower panels show trajectories in the φ − h
phase plane. For this simulation δ

χ1

= 0.05, δ
χ2

= 0.025.
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Figure 3: Periodic waves driven by an ischemic region with high extracellular potassium.
For this simulation the cable length was L = 10 and diffusion coefficient was D = 0.0001.
The ischemic region on the left has length L = 1. Here the horizontal axis is space x and
the vertical axis is φ(x, t)+ t (i.e., the potential φ(x, t) is shifted vertically by the amount t).
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Figure 4: APD Alternans in a single cell in response to periodic stimuli with BCL 0f 270
ms. Upper panel: time course of the potential φ (solid curve) and sodium inactivation h
(dashed). Lower panel: trajectory in the φ − h phase plane.
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Figure 5: 2:1 action potential response to periodic stimuli with BCL of 270 ms. Upper panel:
time course of the potential φ (solid curve) and sodium inactivation h (dashed). Lower panel:
trajectory in the φ − h phase plane.
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Figure 6: The breakup instability in one spatial dimension: Alternans on a ring leading
to collapse. For this simulation the ring length was L = 1.3 and diffusion coefficient was
D = 0.0001. Waves are initially propagating on a spatially homogeneous ring from right to
left, and collapse after several rotations. As in Fig. 3, the horizontal axis is space x and the
vertical axis is φ(x, t) + t.
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Figure 7: The breakup instability from a border zone: Recurrent alternans initiated from a
border zone leading to propagation failure. The length of the cable is L = 10 with diffusion
coefficient D = 0.0001. The ischemic zone on the left has width about L = 0.5 and is
separated from the normal region by a smooth transition of width about L = 1. As in Fig. 3
the horizontal axis is space x and the vertical axis is φ(x, t) + t.
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